ZTA Given Award

The award, designated as the Helen Margaret Harrison Award, is a silver tray engraved with the names of three chapters which have earned the award. It is presented to the newly-chosen chapter which has won, during the previous two years, distinctiveness in all areas of achievement.

President Pam Hutton, Pat Traylor and Jane Iverson reorganized the Zeta Omicron Chapter of ZTA at the convention, which was held in Chicago from June 27 through July 4. More than 10,000 guests attended throughout the week. The awards were presented in many activities and workouts at the convention aimed at improving their chapters, and showing the highest ideals and ideals. "We did as much work as we could, had fun, and tried to describe their story in the Windy City.

Dr. Daniel Heads AIM

Alpha Zeta Mu has announced that their new advisor for this year will be Professor Daniel Head, head of the School of Education.

The purpose of this group is to help the campus community and, among activities planned for the students' activities, is to be a selling point for the municipal service activity.

The ceremony for the new advisor was held in the Johnson Family dinner in the Roseville Home cafeteria. A Mexican dinner sponsored by the Student Union Fine Arts Series, with the menu of Mexican dishes and Mexican melodies, was presented by students from the University of Southern California. The songs were sung by the members of the Mexican students.

Get Off That Phone and Rub It!

Jane Iverson, Pam Hutton, and Pat Traylor (in r.) shine in their presentation in ZTA for superior achievement.

Britten's

1227 Main Street
Open Friday Night 'til 9
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Cocktails

By Linda Lawrence

Now that formal rush is over, campus life seems to have settled down to its normal state of mass hysteria.

Rush Parties? Here is a suggestion that might help to make next year's parties a bit more enjoyable:

1. Plan your party a week or two in advance. If you could combine all that useless chatter and ice water with the deep discussions and dispensation of jokes and straight line, you couldn't help but come up with a great party.

2. Build up the party's excitement. Reward everyone who guesses the right answer in the air, but don't give it away. There was so little time to study for it with the game last weekend. (Maybe they were too involved with more pressing problems, like keeping the blinks down in certain buildings on campus. At any rate, good luck to them on the test.)

3. Congratulations to all of the students who tried to boost the spirit of the Gamecock cheering section last week. "Rush parties" is the party everyone is talking about. It's like being on a ship with friends everywhere at that game. It's a good thing there's a few against bringing alcoholic beverages into the stadium. Some of the fans might have gotten intoxicated! Finally, to the fourth public college girl who didn't fit in the photo of hot fudge cake, our photographer's deepest apologies!

PINNED

Susan Holland (Kappa Delta) to Rosalyn Jarvis (Theta Chi at P. C.), Susan Wright (Kappa Delta) to John Harris (Alpha Chi Omega), Ginger Hay (Skappa Delta) to Fred Bull (Sigma Xi), Jan Wilson (Kappa Delta) to Jimmy Derrick (Nu Sigma Nu), Nona Faison (Theta Chi) to Dr. George Greely (Sigma Xi at P. C.), Barbara Ann Faison to George Zas (Phi Kappa Sigma), Debbie Sullivan (ZTA) to Nick Bottoms (Phi Kappa Sigma).

ENGAGED

Jean Hightower (Kappa Delta) to Bobby Lewis (Kappa Sigma), Barbara Harris (Theta Chi) to Edward Law (Phi Kappa Sigma), Chris Boudinot (Theta Chi) to Gerald Gued (George Peabody), Nancy Leake (Theta Chi) to Ray Dunlap (Virginia Tech), Gloria Goud (Theta Chi) to Gary Robins, Sandi McCutchen to Michael Allen (Phi Kappa Sigma), Janie Wilson to John Wylie (Phi Psi), Barbara Limont to Steve Brook (Phi Kappa Sigma).

MARRIED

Angela Clark (Kappa Delta) to Mike Hill (SAE), Mary Low (Kappa Delta) to Sammy Small (KAI), Tina Brown (Kappa Delta) to Larry Talbert (Epsilon Xi), Cynthia Lothias (Kappa Delta) to Tom Lister (KAI), Ann Hill (Theta Chi) to Bill Taylor, John Hunt (Alpha Chi Omega) to Bill Cmin, Ebb Emspee (Theta Chi) to T. Smith, (KAI at P. C.), Arlinda Ann Reeves (Theta Chi) to T. P. Catalano, Ann Carpenter Neff (Theta Chi) to Alex Miller, Cheryll Moroz (Theta Chi) to Harry Barrett, Min N. Show (Theta Chi) to Richard Parker (KAI), Shirley Stewart (Theta Chi) to Scott Townsend (SAE).

Believe it or not, Winter is Coming! Prepare for it now at HEDRICK'S

SWATTERS

100% Alpaca by Heathmoor
V-Neck Pullovers $25
Cardigans $30
Knit Shirts $30 up
Wide Assortment of Colors & Sizes

HEDRICK'S, INC. PURitan
TURTLENECK SWEATTERS

718 SAUDA AVONUS
FIVE POINTS $16

BEER 15c

DURING

Happy Hour

Monday thru Friday - 6:30-7:30 p.m.

Ye Olde Sandwich House and Lounge

(On the Top ! Vause)

*Set-Ups (All A.) Color TV - Wait To Wall Carpet*

Possession and Consumption Permit No. 325

"SUBMARINE SANDWICHES... AND PIZZA"

1632 SUMMERT STREET — PHONE 254-9674
(1 West OH Ave. — Room 35 : Dept. Stor.)